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ABSTRACT

Article history:

All children throughout the world aged 4 to 17 are going to schools every
weekdays. The most common transport used by children is school bus.
In many countries accross the globe, most children uses school bus services
to go to school and return back home especially to working parents.
Although safety of their children is always the main concern of all parents
especially the young ones, they have to rely on the bus services due to time
constraints during working hours. Sometimes parents need to call the bus
driver to ensure their children has reached home or school. This will create
inconvenience to bus driver and may lead to other unwanted consequences.
Realizing the root of this problem, a school bus safety and security system
has been proposed. The school bus safety and security system is a solution
based on Short Messaging System that notifies parents if their children have
safely arrived at home or school. RFID and GSM technologies are the main
technique proposed in this project. RFID is used for several purposes;
to identify the children and parents‟ contact number, and attendance
monitoring through head count system. GSM is used as a commucation
platform to inform parents‟ on their children‟s movement via SMS. Several
tests have been conducted to analyse the overall performance of the
developed hardware prototype. From the results, it can be concluded that the
developed project is successfully identify the children based on their unique
ID, send a text message through SMS to parents with required information;
and additional feature of attendance checker. The hardware prototype was
successfully tested for children‟s identification, attendance and SMS
notifications to parents. As a consequence, this project could increase the
safety and security solution for children travelling with school bus
transportation and give parents peace of mind.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
School bus plays a vital role to provide sustainable transportation to children whose parents are
working. Although safety and security of their children are very much important, they rely on the school bus
services due to time constraint and other limitation. Under worrying situation, parents usually call bus driver
to check on their children if the bus driver late or forgot to pick-up the children. This issue may indirectly
lead to unfortunate incidents and probably increase kidnapping or other crime activities involving school
students. Statistical report by national crime bureau states that in every eight minutes children go missing
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caused by kidnapping [1]. Anxiety feelings have risen among parents and solution for safety and security
issues of school bus is in demand.
Research related to security system using RFID is not practically new. Tracking system of school
bus using Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) module and RFID technology and has been
presented by [1]. To provide tracking mechanism, RFID tag was embedded inside the student‟s identity card.
Once scanned over the RFID reader, a notification messages was sent to the registered parents‟ mobile phone
number using SIM-300 GSM module technology. The major problem with this approach was that the system
used the older version of GPRS functionalities which work based on 2G and 3G while the world is moving
towards 5G. Kindergarten Intelligence Security has been proposed by other researchers. The proposed system
used microcontroller as an interface between RFID and GSM modem. The RFID tags were embedded inside
the children uniform in order to provide the security monitoring [2]. In line with Industrial Revolution 4.0,
the system worked based on Internet of Thing (IoT) framework. Database containing the students‟
information were stored in a cloud computing services. Other research related to children security system is
available in [3]. In [4], GPS/GPRS/GSM Module has been used for bus tracking system through satellite
navigation. Similarly, [5] has proposed Arduino Uno R3, GSM device and GPS to track the exact and
accurate position of the vehicle at a location in realtime on smartphone application. In [6], the vehicle
tracking system has been proposed to monitor the exact locations of the delivery vehicle used by food-related
businesses. GSM and GPS technologies are always important and reliable for tracking purposes and
notification messages to registered users. In the project, GSM has been proposed as medium for sending
notifications to parents on their children whereabout.
Since many years, RFID has been proven to be suitable and effective for security purposes. RFID is
well known with its security applications; for example control of multilevel car parking and door access
control for different type of users [7, 8]. In [9], message will be sent to preset number if there are
unsuccessful attempts in entering incorrect 5-digit password of digital security door, as a means of detecting
unauthorised intrusion. In food industry, RFID has been proposed in halal industry for checking the halal
status of food [10]. RFID tag was embedded at the food packaging and the unique ID was checked/matched
with the halal database. In addition, in [11] presented the RFID technology in the project called Web-based
Laboratory Attendance System (LAS). The student web-based attendance system was implementing the
Serial UART RFID types to detect the unique electronic serial ID of the student card. The system was
integrated with a passive card approach that has been embedded inside the student ID card. The use of cloud
computing services is needed in order to record the data of the attendance system.
Other examples of RFID applications are supply-chain application, food retailing in the UK
(Walmart), wine temperature tracking, library system, tracking of student movement and student attendance
monitoring, to name a few [12-16]. As a summary, RFID technology is proven to be able to work for realtime tracking and security monitoring.
Realising the importance of school bus security in the form of children‟s safety, this project
proposed a development of safety and security system that is possible to be implemented at every school
busses registered in Malaysia, starting with Klang Valley area. The focus group is all school children from
kindergarten to secondary who are using school bus services. This security system mainly comprises of
Arduino as a microcontroller, Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tag and reader. Besides user identification, RFID technology is used for attendace
trackker; to count every entry and exit of the students from the school buses. GSM technology is used to
allow the communication between transmitter (on the school bus) and the receiver (parents). The notification
message is sent to the parents by using the Short Message Service (SMS) with students‟ detail and their
whereabout.
The implementation of this project could give peace of mind to the parents who are entrusting their
children traveling with the school bus, increase safety and security, reduce anxiety and possibly would create
more efficient working environment. Klang Valley has been chosen as the focus area due to reliability of
GSM connection and high dependency on school bus services from working parents.

2.

DESIGN OF SCHOOL BUS SECURITY SYSTEM
This research proposed safety and security solution of school bus transportation where parents are
informed about their children whereabout via SMS with attendance system. The proposed system take count
at every entry and exit of students based on recognizing the unique identification information of the RFID
technology. Once a student touch his/her RFID tag to the RFID reader, the system will display the student‟s
name that has been registered on the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). The GSM module enables parents to be
informed via the SMS when their children is entering or leaving the school bus. The operation mechanism
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between the components are controlled by a microcontroller, Arduino Uno. Figure 1 illustrates how the
school bus security system works.

Figure 1. Proposed school bus security system

2.1. Workflow Diagram
First, RC-522 RFID reader is installed at school bus. Students are provided with the passive RFID
tags that have been registered with unique serial identification number. RC-522 RFID reader will look for the
unique identification number of the respective students and display it on the LCD. Meanwhile, GSM
technology provides a response to the given data and send the notification message towards the registered
parent‟s mobile phone number. Two different timeframes have been set (morning and evening) to indicate
the student is on board from home/school or otherwise. The system will inform the parents about their
children‟s attendance. Figure 2 shows the workflow diagram of the proposed system.

Figure 2. Workflow diagram of school bus security system

2.2 Flowchart of School Bus Security System
Flowchart of the designed system to check the attendance of student during morning and evening
session is illustrated in Figure 3. On the second part, flowchart of the designed system sending a real-time
notification message when the student has safely arrived at the respective location is shown in Figure 4.
Referring to Figure 3, after a student scan his/her card at the bus entry door, the student attendance is
checked. Otherwise, attendance is 0. Notification will be sent to parents via SMS.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of attendance checker

Figure 4. Flowchart of real time notification
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3.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, hardware and software implementation of the proposed school bus security system
are discussed. Figure 5 shows the overall architecture of the system. The hardware components used in this
project are shown in Figure 6. Software implementation using Arduino IDE is also discussed.

Figure 5. Block diagram of overall design system

The Arduino Uno, as shown in Figure 6(a), has been used as the microcontroller to control the input
and output of the system. It operates as a CPU to govern the operation between components. Arduino Uno
can be programme and reprogramme easily compared to the other type of microcontroller i.e PIC and
ATMEL. This board consists of 32Kbytes of Flash memory and 2Kbytes SRAM [17]. Arduino Uno has been
successfully implemented for smart home utilising Internet of Things (IoT) [18-21] and many other
applications.
Figure 6(b) shows RC-522 RFID module (reader) with 0 to 10mm distance range. The RC-522
RFID tag is defined by a unique ID number that can be read by the RFID reader. The RFID reader and tag
communicate through 13.56MHZ electromagnetic field. Halal Kit identifier also used the same frequency
range in its application [9]. The power requirement of RFID RC-522 reader is 3.3V which is connected to
Arduino Uno board. The reader is then decode the inquiry signal from the tag and send a respond to the
microcontroller.

(a) Arduino Uno

(b) RC-522 RFID Reader Module

(d) DS-1302 RTC Module

(c) SIM-800L GSM Module
(e) LCD 16x2
Figure 6. Hardware components of the proposed system
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Real Time Clock (DS-1302), as shown in Figure 6(c), is capable to store time and date in single chip
circuit. The single chip circuit integrated inside the DS-1302 RTC module is known as Timekeeping chip.
This chip is embedded with a Trickle-charger circuitry where the function is to ensure the capacitor can
maintain the operation of clock while the power supply is absent [22]. The frequency of RTC oscillator is
about 32.768 KHz and having a pull-up resistor up to 2.2 KΩ. This module has lower power consumtion
(about less than 1µW).
SIM-800L GSM module is a telecommunication device that used to send and receive a message
from the user, as shown in Figure 6(c). It acts as mobile phone network when SIM card is inserted.
The module has GSM modem and able to operate over the wireless network. This concept has been used to
develop low cost digital wireless meter and controlling and monitoring electric feeder [23, 24]. Before using
it with Arduino Uno, GSM module needs to be initialized its signal coverage. The suitable operating voltage
for this module to send a notification message is about 3.7V to 4.2V.
A 16x2 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), as shown in Figure 6(e), is used to display the status
information of a student either in/out from the school bus. The software part was implemented using Arduino
IDE (Integrated Development Environment). The programme codes were developed and deployed to the
Arduino board for standalone application.

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tests have been performed on the developed school bus security system prototyple. The integrated
GSM and RFID technologies have been tested as a proof of concept. Some results have been presented in
[25].
4.1. RFID Test
Students scanned their RFID tag over the RFID reader that is installed at the bus door. Attendance
of the students were checked, as shown in the Aduino‟s serial monitor output shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Serial monitor output after scanning operations

A serial monitor of the Arduino IDE displayed information regarding the check ID of the respective
students. Initially, the developed school bus security system assigned all the students that have been
registered with a check ID equivalent to „0‟. When students scanned their RFID tags at the RC-522 RFID
reader module, UID number was checked. If the UID number is matched with the registered information
system, the value of the check ID will turn into „1‟.
The purpose of assigning the check ID value is to indicate the attendance of the students on the
school bus. The value of check ID equivalent to „0‟ means that the students are absent or not boarding the
school bus, while the value of check Id equal to „1‟ means the students attend or boarding on the school bus.
Figure 7 shows the output from the serial monitor after scanning operation.
4.2. Overall Performance of Bus Security System
The overall performance test was conducted where the RFID data was intergrated with the GSM.
During the implementation, four different students with unique identification cards was used. The bus
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security system hardware prototype was connected to 9V power adapter/supply to power up and initialised
SIM-800L GSM module. Once the system has been activated, the LCD screen displayed the instruction to
scan the RFID tag including with the real time clock as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. LCD output of attendance checker during morning session

There are four types of pre-defined text output that could be displayed on the LCD screen module as
well as in the parents‟ mobile phone.
OUTPUT 1 (Depart from home): During the morning session, the school bus driver picked up
students at their respective houses. The system read the initial timeframe in order to notify the parents either
their kids had attended or boarding on the school bus. Figure 9 indicates the output from the LCD module to
check the overall attendance of the students during the morning session.

Figure 9. Overall attendance during the morning session

The system checked the overall attendance of the students and sent a notification message to all
registered parents in bulk based on the timeframe given. Figure 10 shows the notification message to indicate
the attendance of the students during the morning session.
OUTPUT 2 (Arrived at School): As the students leaving the school bus, the LCD screen module
printed out the name of each students that have been successfully arrived at the school. Figure 11 shows the
output from LCD screen module indicating the students have successfully arrived at the school compound.
Notification messages were directly sent to the parents when the students swiped their cards on the
particular RFID reader at the exit door. Figure 12 shows a real time message indicating the students have
arrived at the school compound.
Output 3 (Depart from school): In the afternoon, the students were riding the bus again to go back
home. The students scanned their RFID tags over the RFID reader located at the school bus. Similar to the
morning session mechanism, real time notifications were sent to parents to inform the students have boarded
on the school bus, as shown in Figure 13.
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Output 4 (Arrived at Home): When the students reached their respective homes, the students scan
the RFID tags over the RFID reader again. A real time message indicating that the particular student has
arrived at home is shown at Figure 14.

Figure 10. Real time attendance notification to parents

Figure 11. LCD output indicating students arrival at school

Figure 12. Real time arrival notifications to parents
Safety and security solution for school bus through RFID and GSM technologies (Hasmah Mansor)
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Figure 13. Real time notifications to parent when particular student has boarded on the
school bus in the afternoon

Figure 14. Real time message indicating the particular student has arrived at home

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A school bus with children security system has been successfully developed using RFID and GSM
technonologies. Focus was made on Klang Valley area where GSM technology is available and stable; and
most working parents are depending on school bus services for their children. The RFID technology has been
successfully implemented to detect the student‟s movement while they were entering or exiting the school
buses. Using GSM technology, notification message has been sucesfully sent to parent mobile‟s phone as
soon as their children were successfully departed or arrived at the destination. Attendance checker, as an
additional feature has given early notification to the parents if the children are not on board (absent).
Implementation of this device and system at all school buses in Malaysia especially in Klang Valley could
reduce missing, truancy and kidnap cases among the school children. For improvement, Global Positioning
System (GPS) may be proposed for future project as the location tracker instead of using frame mechanism.
As another option, wristband type with coil-on chip technology can be used to replace RFID card.
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 17, No. 2, February 2020 : 804 - 814
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